
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 8, Number 1, pp. 101�114. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2007 SWPSA MULTI-AGENT INFRASTRUCTURE FOR ENHANCING ERP SYSTEMINTELLIGENCEANDREAS L. SYMEONIDIS†‡∗, KYRIAKOS C. CHATZIDIMITRIOU† , DIONYSIOS KEHAGIAS‡ , AND PERICLESA. MITKAS†‡Abstrat. Enterprise Resoure Planning systems e�iently administer all tasks onerning real-time planning and manufa-turing, material prourement and inventory monitoring, ustomer and supplier management. Nevertheless, the inorporation ofdomain knowledge and the appliation of adaptive deision making into suh systems require extreme ustomization with a ost thatbeomes una�ordable, espeially in the ase of SMEs. In this paper we present an alternative approah for inorporating adaptivebusiness intelligene into the ompany's bakbone. We have designed and developed a highly reon�gurable, adaptive, ost e�ientmulti-agent framework that ats as an add-on to ERP software, employing Data Mining and Soft Computing tehniques in order toprovide intelligent reommendations on ustomer, supplier and inventory management. In this paper, we present the arhitetureand development details of the developed framework, and demonstrate its appliation on a real test ase.Key words. ERP systems, Data Mining, Soft Computing, Multi-Agent Systems, Adaptive Deision Making1. Introdution. Enterprise Resoure Planning (ERP) systems are business management tools that au-tomate and integrate all ompany faets, inluding real-time planning, manufaturing, sales, and marketing.These proesses produe large amounts of enterprise data that are, in turn, used by managers and employeesto handle all sorts of business tasks suh as inventory ontrol, order traking, ustomer servie, �naning andhuman resoures [16℄.Despite the support urrent ERP systems provide on proess oordination and data organization, mostof them � espeially legay systems � lak advaned Deision-Support (DS) apabilities, resulting therefore indereased ompany ompetitiveness. In addition, from a funtionality perspetive, most ERP systems are limitedto mere transational IT systems, apable of aquiring, proessing, and ommuniating raw or unsophistiatedproessed data on the ompany's past and present supply hain operations [25℄. In order to optimize businessproesses in the tatial supply hain management level, the need for analytial IT systems that will work in loseooperation with the already installed ERP systems has already been identi�ed, and DS-enabled systems standout as the most suessful gateway towards the development of more e�ient and more pro�table solutions.Probing even further, Davenport [7℄ suggests that deision-making apabilities should at as an extension of thehuman ability to proess knowledge and proposes the uni�ation of knowledge management systems with thelassial transation-based systems, while Carlsson and Turban [3℄ laim that the integration of smart add-onmodules to the already established ERP systems ould make standard software more e�etive and produtivefor the end-users.The bene�ts of inorporating suh sophistiated DS-enabled systems inside the ompany's IT infrastrutureare analyzed by Holsapple and Senna [14℄. The most signi�ant, among others, are:1. Enhanement of the deision maker's ability to proess knowledge.2. Improvement of reliability of the deision support proesses.3. Provision of evidene in support of a deision.4. Improvement or sustainability of organizational ompetitiveness.5. Redution of e�ort and time assoiated with deision-making, and6. Augmentation of the deision makers' abilities to takle large-sale, omplex problems.Within the ontext of Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) however, applying analytial and math-ematial methods as the means for optimization of the supply hain management tasks is highly impratial,being both money� and time�onsuming [5, 31℄. This is why alternative tehnologies, suh as Data Mining andAgent Tehnology have already been employed, in order to provide e�ient DS-enabled solutions. The inreased�exibility of multi-agent appliations, whih provide multiple loi of ontrol [30℄ an lead to less developmente�ort, while the ooperation primitives that Agent Tehnology adopts point to MAS as the best hoie for ad-dressing omplex tasks in systems that require synergy of multiple entities. Moreover, DM has repeatedly been
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102 A. L. Symeonidis et al.used for Market Trend Analysis, User Segmentation, and Foreasting. Knowledge derived from the appliationof DM tehniques on existing ERP historial data an provide managers with useful information, whih mayenhane their deision-making apabilities.Going brie�y through related work, we see that DM and MAS have been used separately for e�iententerprise management and deision support. Rygielski et. al. [24℄ have exploited DM tehniques for CustomerRelationship Management (CRM), while Choy et. al. [4, 5℄ have used a hybrid mahine learning methodologyfor performing Supplier Relationship Management (SRM). On the other hand, MAS integrated with ERPsystems have been used for prodution planning [22℄, and for the identi�ation and maintenane of oversightsand malfuntions inside the ERP systems [15℄.Elaborating on previous work, we have integrated AT and DM advantages into a versatile and adaptivemulti-agent system that ats as an add-on to established ERP systems. Our approah employs Soft Computing,DM, Expert Systems, standard Supply Chain Management (SCM) and AT primitives, in order to provide intel-ligent reommendations on ustomer, supplier, and inventory issues. The system is designated to assist not onlythe managers of a ompany � �Managing by wire� approah [12℄ �, but also the lower-level, distributed deisionmakers � �Cowboys� approah [18℄. Our framework utilizes the vast amount of orporate data stored insideERP systems to produe knowledge, by applying data mining tehniques on them. The extrated knowledge isdi�used to all interested parties via the multi-agent arhiteture, while domain knowledge and business rulesare inorporated into the system by the use of rule-based agents. It merges the, already proven apabilitiesof data mining with the advantages of multi-agent systems in terms of autonomy and �exibility, and thereforepromises a great likelihood of suess.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents the extensive Reommendation Frameworkin detail and desribes the funtional harateristis of the di�erent types of agents that omprise it. Setion 3illustrates the basi funtional operations of IPRA, an already developed add-on in a real enterprise environment.Finally, Setion 4 summarizes the work presented, and onludes this paper.2. The Intelligent Reommendation Framework. The arrival of a new ustomer order designates theinitialization of the Intelligent Reommendation Framework (IRF) operation. All ustomer order preferenesare, at �rst, gathered by the system operator via a front-end agent and are then transferred to the bakbone(order) agents for proessing. The order proessing agents are of di�erent types, eah one related to a spei�entity of the supply hain (ompany, ustomers, suppliers, produts), and manage entity-spei� data. In orderto establish onnetivity to the ERP system's database and aess ERP data, another agent has also beenimplemented. By the use of DM tehniques, all related entities' pro�les are onstruted for the reommendationproedure to be based on. When all proesses are �nalized, the front-end agent returns to the operator theintelligent reommendations produed by the framework, along with an explanatory memo. These reommen-dations are not designed to substitute the human operator, rather to aid him/her and the ompany to inreasepro�t and e�iently manage ustomer orders and ompany supplies.2.1. IRF Arhiteture. The general IRF arhiteture is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The IRF agents belongto one of six di�erent agent types (Q1 − Q6) and are listed in Table 2.1. The main harateristis and thefuntionality of eah type are disussed in the following paragraphs.Table 2.1The IRF agent types and their funtionalityAgent type Name Funtionality
Q1 COA � Customer Order Agent GUI agent
Q2 RA � Reommendation Agent Organization & Deision Making agent
Q3 CPIA � Customer Pro�le Identi�ation Agent Knowledge Extration agent
Q4 SPIA � Supplier Pro�le Identi�ation Agent Knowledge Extration agent
Q5 IPIA � Inventory Pro�le Identi�ation Agent Knowledge Extration agent
Q6 ERPA � Enterprise Resoure Planning Agent Interfae agent2.1.1. Customer Order Agent type (COA). COA is an interfae agent that may operate at thedistribution points, or at the telephone enter of an enterprise. COA enables the system operator to: a) transferinformation into and out of the system, b) input order details into the system, and ) justify, by means ofvisualization tools, the proposed reommendations. When an order arrives into the system, COA provides the
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Fig. 2.1. The IRF arhitetural diagramhuman agent with basi funtionalities for inserting information on the ustomer, the order details (produtsand their orresponding quantities), payment terms (ash, hek, redit et.), bakorder poliies and, �nally,the party (lient or ompany) responsible for transportation osts. COA also enompasses a unit that displaysinformation in various forms to explain and justify the reommendations issued by the RA.2.1.2. Reommendation Agent type (RA). The RA is responsible for gathering the pro�les of theentities involved in the urrent order and for issuing reommendations. By distributing the pro�le requeststo the appropriate Information Proessing Layer agents (CPIA, SPIA and IPIA - eah one of them operatingon its own ontrol thread), and by exerising onurreny ontrol, this agent diminishes the yle-time of thereommendation proess. RA is a rule-based agent implemented using the Java Expert System Shell (JESS) [9℄.Stati and dynami business rules an be inorporated into the RA. The latter must be written into a doumentthat the agent an read during its exeution phase. In this way, business rules an be modi�ed on-the-�y,without the need of reompiling, or even restarting the appliation.2.1.3. Customer Pro�le Identi�ation Agent Type (CPIA). CPIA is designed to identify ustomerpro�les, utilizing the historial data maintained in the ERP system. The proess an be desribed as follows:Initially, managers and appliation developers produe a model for generating the pro�les of ustomers. Theyselet the appropriate ustomer attributes that an be mapped from the data residing in the ERP database;these are the attributes that are onsidered instrumental for reasoning on ustomer value. Then, they deide



104 A. L. Symeonidis et al.on the desired lassi�ation of ustomers, i.e., added-value to the ompany, disount due to past transationset. CPIA, by the use of lustering tehniques, analyzes ustomer pro�les periodially, and stores the outomeof this analysis into a pro�le repository for posterior retrieval. When a CPIA is asked to provide the pro�leof a ustomer, the urrent attributes of the spei� ustomer are requested from the ERP database and aremathed against those in the pro�le repository, resulting into the identi�ation of the group the spei� ustomerbelongs to. During the development phase, one or more CPIA agents an be instantiated, and the distintionof CPIAs into training and reommendation ones, results to quiker response times when learning and infereneproedures overlap.2.1.4. Supplier Pattern Identi�ation Agent Type (SPIA). SPIA is responsible for identifyingsupplier pro�les aording to the historial reords found in the ERP database. In a similar to CPIA manner,managers identify the key attributes for determining a supplier's value to the ompany and their redibility.SPIA then generates supplier pro�les and updates them periodially. For every requested item in the urrentorder, the RA identi�es one or more potential suppliers and requests their pro�les from the SPIA. SPIA has toretrieve the urrent reords of all the suppliers, identify for eah one the best math in the pro�le repository,and return the orresponding pro�les to the RA. Then RA an selet the most appropriate supplier ombination(aording to its rule engine), and reommend it to the human operator. SPIA is also responsible for fethingto RA information about a spei� supplier, suh as statistial data on lead-times, quantities to be prouredet. 2.1.5. Inventory Pro�le Identi�ation Agent Type (IPIA). IPIA is responsible for identifying prod-ut pro�les. Produt pro�les omprise raw data from the ERP database (i.e., produt prie, related store,remaining quantities), unsophistiated proessed data (for example statistial data on produt demand) andintelligent reommendations on produts (suh as related produts that the ustomer may be willing to pur-hase). One more, managers and appliation developers have to identify the ompany priorities and map thepro�le to the data maintained by the ERP. Besides the diretly�derived data, IPIA is responsible for identifyingbuying patterns. Market basket analysis an be performed with the help of assoiation rule extration teh-niques. Sine this proess is, in general, time-onsuming, two or more IPIAs an be instantiated to separate thereommendation from the learning proedure.2.1.6. Enterprise Resoure Planning Agent Type (ERPA). ERPAs provide the middleware be-tween the MAS appliation and the ERP system. These agents behave like transduers [11℄, beause theyare responsible for transforming data from heterogeneous appliations into message formats that agents anomprehend. An ERPA handles all queries posted by CPIAs, IPIAs, and SPIAs by onneting to the ERPdatabase and fething all the requested data. It works in lose ooperation with an XML onnetor whihrelays XML-SQL queries to the ERP and reeives data in XML format. ERPA is the only IRF agent type thatneeds to be on�gured properly, in order to meet the onnetion requirements of di�erent ERP systems.2.1.7. Tehnologies adopted. IRF has been developed with the use of Agent Aademy (AA) [20, 27℄ aplatform for developing MAS arhitetures and for enhaning their funtionality and intelligene through theuse of DM tehniques. All the agents are developed over the Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) ([2℄,whih onforms to the FIPA spei�ations [28℄, while the required ontologies have been developed through theAgent Fatory module (AF) of AA. Data mining has been performed on ERP data that are imported to AAin XML format, and are forwarded to the Data Miner (DM) of AA, a DM suite that expands the WaikatoEnvironment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) tool [29℄.The extrated knowledge strutures are represented in PMML (Preditive Model Markup Language), alanguage that e�iently desribes lustering, lassi�ation and assoiation rule knowledge models [6℄. Theresulting knowledge has been inorporated into the agents by the use of the Agent Training Module (ATM) ofAA. All neessary data �les (ERP data, agent behavior data, knowledge strutures, agent ontologies) are storedinto AA's main database, the Agent Use Repository (AUR). Agents an be periodially realled for retraining,sine appropriate agent traking tools have been inorporated into Agent Aademy, in order to monitor agentativity after their deployment.2.2. Installation and Runtime Work�ows. One a ompany hooses to add IRF to its already oper-ating ERP system, a few important steps have to be performed. The installation proedure of the IRF is shownin Figure 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2. Installing IRF on top of an existing ERPAt �rst, the ompany's business proess expert, along with the IRF appliation developers have to make adetailed analysis and assessment of the urrent ustomer order, inventory and produts prourement proesses.The results are mapped to the reommendation proess of the add-on and the relevant datasets are delineatedin the ERP.After modeling the reommendation proedure aording to the needs of the ompany, parallel ativitiesfor produing required douments and templates for the on�guration of the MAS appliation follow. Fixedbusiness rules inorporating ompany poliy are transformed to expert system rules, XML-SQL queries arebuilt and stored in the XML douments repository, ontologies (in RDFS format) are developed for the messagesexhanged and for the deision on the work�ow of the agents, agent types instantiation requirements arede�ned (at di�erent workstations and ardinalities) and other additional parameters are on�gured (i.e., simpleretraining time-thresholds, parameters for the data-mining algorithms, suh as support and on�dene formarket basket analysis et).One bootstrapped, reon�guration of the system parameters is quite easy, sine all related parameters aredouments that an be onveniently re-engineered. Figure 2.3 illustrates the work�ow of the SPIA, where allthe tasks desribed earlier in this setion, an be deteted. In ase IRF needs to be modi�ed due to a hange inthe ompany proesses, the reon�guration path must be traversed. The IPIA and CPIA work�ows are similarand, thus, they are omitted.2.3. System Intelligene.2.3.1. Benhmarking ustomer and suppliers. In order to perform ustomer and supplier segregation,CPIA and SPIA use a hybrid approah that ombines data mining and soft omputing methodologies. Clusteringtehniques and fuzzy inferening are adopted, in order to deide on ustomer and supplier �quality�. Initially,the human experts selet the attributes on whih the pro�le extration proedures will be based on. Theseattributes an either be soio-demographi, managerial or �nanial data, deterministi or probabilisti. Werepresent the deterministi attributes, whih are diretly extrated from the ERP database by ERPA, as Deti,
i = 1, ...n, where n is the ardinality of the seleted deterministi attributes. On the other hand, we representthe average (AV G) and standard deviation values (STD) of probabilisti variables, whih are alulated byERPA, as AV Gj and STDj, j = 1..m, where m is the ardinality of the seleted probabilisti attributes Pj .
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Fig. 2.3. The Work�ow of SPIAEah ustomer/supplier is thus represented by a tuple:
< Det1, ..., Detn, AV G1, STD1, ..., AV Gm, STDm) > (2.1)where i = 1..n, j = 1..m, i + j > 0. Sine real-world databases ontain missing, unknown and erroneous data[13℄, ERPA preproesses data prior to sending the orresponding datasets to the Information Proessing LayerAgents. Typial preproessing tasks are tuple omission and �lling of missing values.After the datasets have been preproessed by ERPA, they are forwarded to CPIA and SPIA. Clustering isperformed in order to separate ustomers/suppliers into distint groups. The Maximin algorithm [17℄ is usedto provide the number of the enters K that are formulated by the appliation of the K-means algorithm [19℄.This way K disjoint ustomer/supplier lusters are reated.In order to deide on ustomer/supplier lusters' added-value, CPIA and SPIA employ an Adaptive FuzzyLogi Inferene Engine (AFLIE), whih haraterizes the already reated lusters with respet to an outomede�ned by ompany managers, i.e., supplier redibility. Domain knowledge is inorporated into AFLIE [8℄,providing to IRF the apability of haraterization.



A MAS for enhaning ERP intelligene 107The attributes of the resulting lusters are the inputs to AFLIE and they may have positive (ր) or negative(ց) preferred tendenies, depending on their bene�iary or harmful impat on ompany revenue. One domainknowledge is introdued to AFLIE in the form of preferred tendenies and desired outputs, the attributes arefuzzi�ed aording to Table 2.2. Table 2.2Fuzzy variable de�nition and Interestingness of dataset attributesVariable Fuzzy TupleInput Preferred Tendeny
Deti ր 〈Deti, [LOW,MEDIUM,HIGH],

[Deti1 , Deti2 ], T riangular〉

Deti ց 〈Deti, [LOW,MEDIUM,HIGH],
[Deti1 , Deti2 ], T riangular〉

AV Gj ր 〈AV Gj, [LOW,MEDIUM,HIGH],
[AV Gj1 , AV Gj2 ], T riangular〉

AV Gj ց 〈AV Gj, [LOW,MEDIUM,HIGH],
[AV Gj1 , AV Gj2 ], T riangular〉Output Value Range

Y Varies from Y1 to Y2with a step of x
〈Y, [#(Y2 − Y1)/x Inremental Fuzzy Values],

[Y1, Y2], T riangular〉The probabilisti variables are handled in an adaptive way and are used as inputs only when Chebyshev'sinequality (Eq. 2.2) is satis�ed [21℄:
P{|Pj − AV Gj |ǫ} ≤

(STDj)
2

ǫ2
, for any ǫ> 0 (2.2)Eq. 2.2 ensures the onentration of probabilisti variables near their mean value, in the interval (AV Gj −

ǫ, AV Gj + ǫ). No attributes with high distribution are taken as inputs to the �nal inferene proedure, avoidingtherefore deision polarization.The formulation of the inputs (3 values: [LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH ]) leads to 3ν Fuzzy Rules (FR), where
ν is the number of AFLIE inputs. FRs are of type:If X1 is LX1(k) and X2 is LX2(k) and...and Xn is LXn(k)Then Y is LY (l), k = 1..3, l = 1..q,where q is the ardinality of the fuzzy values of the output. Triangular membership funtions are adoptedfor all the inputs and outputs, whereas maximum defuzzi�ation is used for risping the FRs.All inputs are assigned a Corresponding Value (CV ), ranging from −1 to 1, aording to their ompanybene�t riterion (Table 2.2). The Output Value (OV ) of Y is then alulated for eah FR as:

OV =
∑

i=1..n+m

wi · CVi (2.3)where wi is the weight of importane (0≤ wi ≤ 1) of the ith input attribute.The OV s are mapped to Fuzzy Values (FV ), aording to the degree of disrimination of the output deisionvariables. By ategorizing the range of the output into q fuzzy values, the OV −→ FV mapping is based onthe following formula:
FV (OV ) = RND

[

OV · [
2(n + m)

q
]

] (2.4)where RND(x) is the rounding funtion of x to the losest integer (i. e., MEDIUM for x = 3,
MEDIUM_HIGH for x = 4 et).



108 A. L. Symeonidis et al.After all lusters have been haraterized, the orresponding OV s, along with the luster enters, are storedinside a pro�le repository for posterior retrieval. This proess signals the end of the training phase of CPIAand SPIA.In real time, when a new order omes into the system, RA requests the orresponding ustomer pro�le andthe pro�les of the suppliers that are related to the ordered produts. CPIA and SPIA request, in turn, theattributes of these entities from ERPA, and math them against the pro�les stored inside the pro�le repository,by the use of the Assigned Cluster (AC) riterion. AC is a loseness-to-luster-enter funtion, given by thefollowing equation:
AC = min

i=1..k
{

√

√

√

√

n+m
∑

i=1

(ci − xcji)} (2.5)where k is the number of lusters, n the number of attributes, ci is the ith attribute value of the luster entervetor c = (c1, c2, ..., cn), and xcij the ith attribute value of the jth urrent vetor xcj = (xcj1, xcj2, ..., xcjn).The winning luster along with its OV is returned to RA.2.3.2. IPIA produts pro�le. The IPIA plays a dual role in the system:1. It fethes information on prie, stok, statistial data about demand faed by the ordered produts,and 2. It provides reommendations on additional items to buy, based on assoiation rule extration teh-niques.In order to provide adaptive reommendations on ordering habits, IPIA inorporates knowledge extratedby the Apriori algorithm ([1, 10℄. The assoiation rules extrated are stored inside the pro�le repository forlater retrieval.Speial attention should be drawn to the fat that the transations inluded into the dataset to be mined mayspan several di�erent ustomer order periods. XML-SQL queries an be adapted to perform data mining eitherto the whole dataset or the datasets of spei� periods. Thus, IPIA is highly adaptable, both for ompaniesin the general merhandize domain, but also for ompanies that sell seasonal goods (for example toys). Thereommendations of IPIA, as well as the information onerning stok availability and prie, are sent to the RA.2.3.3. RA Intelligene. As mentioned earlier, RA is an expert agent that inorporates �xed businesspoliies applied to ustomers, inventories, and suppliers. These rules are related, not only to raw data retrievedfrom the ERP database and order preferenes provided by ustomers, but also to the extrated knowledgeprovided by the Information Proessing agents. There are three distint rule types that RA an realize:1. Simple 〈If . . . Then . . .〉 statements,2. Rules desribing mathematial formulas, and3. Rules providing solutions to searh problems and onstraint satisfation problems.An example is provided below for eah one of these rule types:Example 1: Simple RulesAdditional disounts or burdens to the total prie of an order an be implemented by the use of simple rules(knowledge extrated is denoted in bold):1. IF (TotalOrderRevenue >= 100) AND (CustomerValue = LOW )THEN TotalDiscount+ = 5%;2. IF (CustomerValue = LOW ) THEN TotalDiscount− = 5%;3. IF (ProductT ype = ChristmasProducts) AND (TotalQuantity >= 100)THEN ProductDiscount+ = 10%;4. IF (RecommendedProductsPurchased = True)THEN ProductDiscount+ = 5%;Example 2: Mathematial Formulas(a) Re-order/Order-up-to-level metri sS



A MAS for enhaning ERP intelligene 109The re-order/order-up-to-level-point metri (sS) provides e�ient inventory management for either no-�xedost orders or �xed ost orders [16℄. In the ase of no-�xed ost orders (where s = S), the reorder point isalulated as:
sS = AV GD · AV GL + z ·

√

AV GL · STDD2 + AV GD2 · STDL2 (2.6)where z is a onstant hosen from statistial tables to ensure the satisfation of a pre-spei�ed value for theompany's servie level. Table 2.3 illustrates the value of z in orrelation with the desired servie level. In mostlegay ERP systems suh attributes have to be provided by users and annot be derived automatially.Table 2.3Servie Level and orresponding z ValueServie Level 90% 91% 92% 93% 94% 95% 96% 97% 98% 99% 99.9%
z 1.29 1.34 1.41 1.48 1.56 1.65 1.75 1.88 2.05 2.33 3.08

Ordered quantity
LOB UOB0% 100%

Do not split order and fulfill order later

Split order and fulfill  a part now and the rest later

Do not split order and fulfill order nowFig. 2.4. RA order splitting poliy(b) Splitting PoliyA splitting poliy is applied when ompany stok availability annot satisfy order needs. Upon arrival of anew order, the quantity of ordered items and available stok are ross-heked. If the requested quantities areavailable, the order is ful�lled immediately. Otherwise, the �nal supplying poliy that the RA reommends isset aording to the shema illustrated in Figure 2.4.The LOB and UOB thresholds depend on the estimated ustomer value. In ase we hoose to inorporateprodut disount and ustomer priority into our splitting poliy (for example, ustomers that enjoy betterdisount and have a higher priority to have a lower LOB and an higher UOB), we may adjust LOB and UOBaording to the following equations:
LOB = αl · exp[−(bplp̂ + bdld̂)] (2.7)
UOB = αu · exp(bpup̂ + bdud̂) (2.8)where p̂ is the priority normalized fator, d̂ is the disount normalized fator, while the weighting fators

〈αl, bpl, bdl, αu, bpu, bdu〉 are estimated in order to satisfy minimal requirements on LOB and UOB range.If available stok is below LOB% of the ordered quantity, the entire order is put on hold until the ompanyis supplied with adequate quantities of the ordered item. When item availability falls within the [LOB−UOB]%range of the ordered quantity, the order is split. All available stok is immediately delivered to the ustomer,whereas the rest is ordered from the appropriate suppliers. Finally, in ase the available stok exeeds UOB%of the ordered quantity, the order is immediately preproessed and the remaining order perentage is ignored.Example 3: Problem Searhing(a) Problems that require heuristis appliation and/or onstraint satisfationBased on raw data from the ERP and on knowledge provided by SPIA, Reommendation Agents an yieldsolutions to problems like the seletion of the most appropriate supplier with respet to their added-value,



110 A. L. Symeonidis et al.proximity to the depleted ompany store, or the identi�ation and appliation of an established ontrat.(b) Enhaned Customer Relationship ManagementUsing the knowledge obtained by ustomer lustering, RA an implement a variety of targeted disountstrategies in the form of risp rules. Thus, the ompany has additional �exibility in its e�orts to retain valuableustomers and entie new ones with attrative o�ers [23℄.Table 2.4IPRA inputs and outputs
CPIA SPIA IPIA RA 

Input 
Preferred 

Tendency 
Input 

Preferred 

Tendency 
Input Input 

Account 

balance 
���� Account balance ���� 

Stock 

Availability Ordered Quantity 

Credit Limit ���� Credit Limit ���� Item price 
Stock 

Availability 

Turnover ���� Turnover ���� Supplier ids Re-order metric 

Average Order 

Periodicity 
���� 

Average Order 

Completion 
���� 

Average Item 

Turnover (AIT) 

for the last two 
years 

Supplier 

Geographic 
Location 

Standard 

deviation of 

Order 

Periodicity 

- 

Standard 

deviation of 

Order 

Completion 

- 

Monthly 

Standard 

Deviation of 

AIT 

Lower Order 

Break-point 

Average Order 

Income 
���� 

Average 

Payment Terms 
���� 

Upper Order 

Break-point 

Standard 

deviation of 

Order Income 
- 

Standard 

deviation of 

Payment Terms 
- 

Customer 

Geographic 

Location 

Average 

Payment Terms 
���� 

Supplier 

Geographic 

Location 

���� 

Standard 

deviation of 

Payment Terms 
- 

Customer 

Geographic 

Location 

���� 

  

 

 

IPRA Outputs 

Output Value Range Output Value Range Output Output 

DISCOUNT 

Varies from 0 

– 30%, using 

a step of 5% 

SPLITTING 

POLICY 

ADDITIONAL 

DISCOUNT 
PRIORITY 

Varies from 0 

– 3, using a 

step of 1 

CREDIBILITY 

Ranging from 

0 – 1, using a 

step based on 

the number of 

supplier 

clusters 

PROPOSED 

ORDER 

ITEMS 

CUSTOMER 

STATISTICS 

 3. An IRF Demonstrator. In order to demonstrate the e�ieny of IRF, we have developed IPRA [26℄,an Intelligent Reommender module that employs the methodology presented in Chapter 5. The system wasintegrated into the IT environment of a large retailer in the Greek market, hosting an ERP system with asu�iently large data repository. IPRA was slightly ustomized to failitate aess to the existing Orale�database.Our system proved itself apable of managing over 25.000 transation reords, resulting in the extrationof truly �smart� suggestions. The CPIA and the SPIA performed lustering of over 8.000 ustomers (DIQ3dataset) and 500 suppliers (DIQ4
dataset), respetively, while IPIA performed assoiation rule extration on
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dataset).All the attributes used by the Information Proessing agents as inputs for DM, their orresponding preferredtendeny, the inputs of the RA JESS engine, as well as the outputs of the IPRA system and their value range,are listed in Table 2.4.The Information Proessing agents of IPRA, in order to provide RA with valid ustomer and supplierlusters, as well as interesting additional order items, performed DM on the relevant datasets. For the spei�ompany, CPIA and SPIA have identi�ed eah �ve major lusters representing an equal number of ustomerand supplier groups, respetively. Resulting ustomer (supplier) lusters, as well as the disount and priority(redibility), alulated by the CPIA (SPIA) Fuzzy Inferene Engine for eah luster, are illustrated in Table3.1 and Table 3.2. Table 3.1The resulting ustomer lusters and the orresponding Disount and Priority valuesCenter ID Population (%) Disount (%) Priority0 0.002 20 High1 10.150 10 Medium2 46.600 15 Medium3 22.240 10 Medium4 20.830 5 LowTable 3.2The resulting supplier lusters and the orresponding Supplier Value towards the ompanyCenter ID Population (%) Value0 15.203 Low1 10.112 Medium2 25.646 Low3 34.521 Medium4 13.518 HighTable 3.3The generated assoiation rules with the prede�ned support and on�dene thresholds.Generated Rules Support Con�dene25 2% 90%10 4% 90%IPIA, on the other hand, has extrated a number of assoiation rules from the reords of previous orders,as shown in Table 3.3.

Fig. 3.1. GUI of Customer Order Agent with information on the new order



112 A. L. Symeonidis et al.As already mentioned, upon reeiving an order, the human agent ollets all the neessary information,in order to provide IPRA with input. Data olleted are handled by COA, the GUI agent of the system. Aninstane of the GUI is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Fig. 3.2. The �nal IPRA ReommendationAll information on items and quantities to be ordered, bakorder poliy, payment method, and transporta-tion osts are given as input to IPRA. When the order proess is initialized, COA forwards to the CPIA, SPIA,IPIA and RA respetively the already olleted information. CPIA heks on the luster the lient falls into,SPIA deides on the best supplier, (aording to his/her added-value), in ase an order has to be plaed tosatisfy ustomer demand, IPIA proposes additional items for the ustomer to order, and all these deisions arepassed on to the RA, whih deides on the splitting poliy, (if needed) and on additional disount.Figure 3.2 illustrates the �nal reommendation reated. Detailed information on the order and its produts,ustomer suggested priority and disount, ustomer lusters, supplier suggested value and supplier lusters,additional order items, suggested order poliy and statistis, are at the disposal of the human agent, to evaluateand realize the transation at the maximal bene�t of the ompany.4. Conlusions. An ERP system, although indispensable, onstitutes a ostly investment and the proessof updating business rules or adding ustomization modules to it is often una�ordable, espeially for SMEs.The IRF methodology aspires to overome the already mentioned de�ienies of non DS-enabled ERP systems,in a low-ost yet e�ient manner. Knowledge residing in a ompany's ERP an be identi�ed and dynamiallyinorporated into versatile and adaptable CRM/SRM solutions. IRF integrates a number of enhanements intoa onvenient pakage and establishes an expedient vehile for providing intelligent reommendations to inomingustomer orders and requests for quotes. Reommendations are independently and perpetually adapted, withoutan adverse impat on IRF run-time performane. IRF arhiteture ensures reusability and re-on�gurability,with respet to the underlying ERP. Table 3.4 summarizes the key enhanements provided by the augmentationof ERP systems with the IRF module. REFERENCES[1℄ A. Amir, R. Feldman, and R. Kashi, A new and versatile method for assoiation generation, Information Systems, 22(1999), pp. 333�347.[2℄ F. Bellifemine, A. Poggi, and R. Rimassa, Developing multi-agent systems with JADE, Leture Notes in ComputerSiene, 1986 (2001), pp. 89�101.[3℄ C. Carlsson and E. Turban, Dss: diretions for the next deade, Deision Support Systems, 33 (2002), pp. 105�110.[4℄ K. L. Choy, B. Lee, and V. Lo, Design of an intelligent supplier relationship management system: a hybrid ase basedneural network approah, Expert Systems with Appliations, 24 (2003), pp. 225�237.
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 IRF + ERP Legacy ERPs 

Static Business Rules 

Yes  

Provided as rule documents 

changed on the fly. 

Yes  

Hard-coded by the ERP vendor. 

Dynamic Business Rules Applied to data + knowledge Applied only to data 

Market Basket Analysis 

Yes  

Added online to the 

recommendation procedure 

No 

(Unless external MBA is performed) 

Recommendation 

Procedure 
Automatically generated Through reports 

Inventory Management 
Thresholds automatically 

adapted 

Thresholds inserted manually if 

applicable (Unless SCM module 

incorporated) 

Decision cycle-time 
Short  

(Not related to database size) 

Long 

(Related to database size) 

Distributed Decision 

Making 

Yes  

Recommendations can be used 

by lower level personnel 

No 

Adaptability High Low 

Autonomy Yes No 

Customers Intelligent 

Evaluation 
Yes 

No  

(Unless CRM module incorporated) 

Suppliers Intelligent 

Evaluation 
Yes 

No  
(Unless SRM module incorporated) 

Information Overload 

Reduction 
High 

Small  
(Through reports) 

Cost of enhancement 
Low  

(Use of AA platform) 

High  

(Customization/third party DS 

COTS) 
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